CHAPTER 9

Networking and
Conferences
Arianne Hartsell-Gundy
After reading this chapter, you will be able to:
• create a plan for how to afford conferences in order to make cost-effective
and beneficial choices about your professional development;
• decide how to increase your participation in conferences in order to
maximize your learning and networking opportunities;
• learn how to survive and thrive at a conference if you are an introvert in
order to fully participate in social and learning experiences while still
conserving energy;
• navigate networking situations more effectively in order to make valuable
professional connections;
• talk to vendors about products and resources in order to create relationships with vendors and make good purchasing decisions.

Introduction
Networking is an important way to connect with colleagues, increase your knowledge and skills, and discover new opportunities for professional development and
scholarship. Though this chapter provides general tips for networking, much of
the focus is on conference attendance because that is still the primary way most
library professionals connect with each other. People attend conferences for many
different reasons, but some of the main reasons include formal and informal networking, professional development, giving a presentation, keeping up with new
trends, committee work, and meeting with vendors. When you hear the word conference, you might first think of the large national conferences (like those hosted
by American Library Association), but it is important to remember that there are
smaller conferences that focus on specific job functions and disciplines (like the
LOEX Conference). There are also many different regional conferences that one
could attend. This chapter provides you with strategies on how to become more
effective at networking and learn how to make the most of the conferences you do
attend.
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Saving Money on Conference Attendance
Be Strategic with Your Conference Attendance
Conference attendance can be costly and time-consuming, so you want to think
carefully about why you want to attend a particular conference and what you hope
to gain while you are there. Careful planning can potentially save you time and
money as you make sure to only participate in opportunities that really benefit you.
Though you want to remain open to new opportunities and challenges as they arise,
you might find it useful to map out your goals and plans for conference attendance
for the next couple of years. Here are some questions you should consider:
• Are there new skills you need to learn to perform your job duties?
• Is presenting at conferences something you want or need to do?
• Do you want to connect with colleagues who perform similar duties?
• Do you have specific professional goals?
• Do you plan to change positions or institutions in the next couple of
years?
• Do your plans match the needs and goals of your department?
• Have you considered your library’s strategic goals and mission?
Spending some time reflecting on these kinds of questions should help you
figure out whether you even need to attend a conference. You may find that you
can accomplish some of these goals through other kinds of opportunities, such as
local meetups or online workshops.
Once you have a clear idea of what you want to accomplish by attending conferences, you can begin to select conferences that are right for you. Be less concerned with how large or prestigious the conference is and be more concerned
with whether the conference will help you meet your goals and whether it matches
your personality and needs. Some people attend the same couple of conferences
every year. This strategy has benefits in that you learn the most effective ways to
get the most out of that individual conference. In addition, you can become part
of a community of people who regularly exchange ideas and support each other
professionally. Still, some people find that going to the same conference year after
year can begin to feel stale. You may also realize that you need to go to different
conferences to help meet the different goals that you have, especially as your position grows and changes. You may also decide after attending a conference that it is
not the right fit for you, and you will then need to consider changing your strategy.
Knowing what you want to accomplish at conferences can also help you decide if potentially cheaper conference options, such as regional or virtual conferences, are right for you. You may discover that a regional conference fulfills your
need for being part of a community of like-minded librarians, or you may find that
a virtual conference provides the right learning opportunity for the kinds of skills
you need to acquire. If these kinds of options work for you, you could substantially
reduce your travel costs.
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You may want to discuss these goals and plans with your supervisor, mentors, and colleagues in similar positions because they may have specific advice on
names of conferences and opportunities that you want to pursue.

Seek Internal and External Funding
Once you have an idea about what kinds of conferences you want to attend, you
need to begin to seek out internal and external funding for your travel. Your first
step should be to consider how much of your travel your library will cover. Very
few libraries will cover 100 percent of your conference travel, but it is still important to know what is available to you. Travel policies vary greatly, so look carefully
at what the rules are at your institution. You do not want to find out after you have
traveled that you missed out on funding (or, worse, owe your institution money)
because you did not understand the rules and regulations. Make sure you know
whether your library will prepay certain expenses or if conferences are handled
through reimbursements. Find out if your employer gives you more money if you
are presenting or serving on a committee. Learn about the nitty-gritty rules. Some
institutions may require that you fly with a certain airline or stay at a certain hotel
chain. They may have rules about what receipts they want you to keep and how
they want those receipts presented. They may use a per diem system or have rules
for calculating gas mileage.
Plan to talk to your supervisor and potentially reach out to your library’s HR
or business department as early as possible to clarify how things work at your
library. If you have not accepted a position (or are planning to switch positions
soon), ask about professional development support during the interview process.
You might also consider making professional development a part of your negotiation. It is unlikely that you will get more than the usual amount on an ongoing
basis, but you may be able to negotiate for them to fully cover the cost of one
conference in your first year or to fund travel to a special professional development opportunity that will help you grow (such as the ACRL Information Literary
Immersion Program or the Digital Humanities Summer Institute). Be prepared to
explain why you feel this support is necessary in your first year.
In addition to the travel funds that your library provides, explore the possibility of grants and other kinds of funding from your institution. Your library
may have special scholarships for new librarians, or they may provide additional
funding for an intensive professional development experience. If you work at a
university, you may be eligible for special grants through various departments and
programs. Look closely at the requirements because you may be eligible for faculty
travel grants, depending on what status you have at your library. Also, some departments may include professional staff or other relevant staff categories. If you
work closely with an academic department or a student affairs program, they may
be willing to help fund your travel to a specific conference related to that area. For
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example, if you work closely with an office that works with first-year students, they
might be willing to help fund your travel to a first-year experience conference. You
will have to decide if it is worth broaching this possibility based on the culture and
politics of your institution.
You should also investigate external scholarships and grants. Some conferences, like the Association of College and Research Libraries Conference, offer
scholarships for participants. Often these scholarships are open to people who fit
certain criteria, like early career librarians or people of color. Deadlines for these
scholarships may be different from the conference registration window, so if you
know you want to attend a specific conference, make sure to pay attention to the
dates. You can also sometimes find scholarships through a professional organization or through a library vendor. The best way to look for these opportunities is
to monitor relevant listservs and blogs. The information needed for these applications will vary, but having spent time thinking through why you want to attend a
conference should make the process of writing an essay significantly easier.

Cost-Saving Strategies
You may not be able to get all the funding that you need, but you may still be able
to afford to go to a conference if you can find ways to keep costs down. Consider
whether there are things you are willing to forego or compromise. Since housing
is one of the main expenses, one area that can be quite helpful is being willing to
have a roommate. Some conferences might have a program to help match you to a
roommate. You can also reach out to a co-worker, friends from library school, and
colleagues at other institutions that you know. If you are not comfortable with having a roommate, you may still be able to save on housing with other strategies, such
as opting for a no-frills accommodation. If it is a small conference being held at a
university, there may be an opportunity to stay in the dorms. You could investigate
staying at hostels or an Airbnb (check to see if your travel policy has restrictions
on this). If you are staying in a large city, consider if you would be willing to stay
in a hotel outside of the city and travel in every day. Also, think about whether you
are willing to use public transportation instead of relying on cabs. See if there is an
option to buy and cook food instead of going out to eat. Some of these decisions
may require extra planning on your part or may require you to invest a lot of time
and energy. Keep in mind that conferences can last all day and into the evening, and
they can be quite exhausting. Try to be realistic about what you can handle.
Another area that can potentially save you money is figuring out how many
days you actually have to attend the conference. Just because a conference runs from
Thursday to Tuesday, it does not mean you have to stay the entire time. It is possible
that the last day is set aside for business meetings that you may not need to attend.
You do not want to stay such a short amount of time that you do not get much value
from the conference, but neither do you want to find that there is little for you to do
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on the first or last day. Unfortunately, it may be impossible the first time you attend
a conference to know what is expected or useful for you. One strategy is to talk to
people who regularly attend the conference to see what the norms are.
Make sure to look for deals and discounts. Many conferences offer discounts
if you register early. There may also be discounts if more than one person at your
institution registers for the conference. Do not forget to take advantage of the same
kinds of deals you use when booking other kinds of travel. For example, you can
find deals on travel sites like Expedia and Orbitz. If you use a credit card that assigns points, consider saving up your points to use for your conference travel. It
may make sense for you to use a certain airline or hotel chain if you belong to their
loyalty programs (assuming that your institution’s travel policy does not place restrictions on this).
If conferences are going to be something that you regularly attend, you should
consider setting up a separate personal savings account dedicated to paying for
your professional travel. This strategy can be especially helpful if your library requires you to pay for things up front and then reimburses you later. You can use the
money in your savings account to pay off your personal credit card immediately
and thus avoid paying the interest. Then when your library sends your reimbursement (which may take several months), you can replenish your savings account.
Since it is potentially going to be a regular expense, it can help with your budgeting
and planning to have money set aside that you can use for your travel expenses.

9  Try This:
•
•
•
•

Create your goals for attending conferences.
Learn your organization’s travel policies.
Register by the conference deadline (the earlier the better, as advance
registration is often cheaper).
Apply for scholarships and grants.

Getting Involved
Though there is value in just going to a conference as a participant (especially in
terms of what you can learn), you will often want to further your participation in
the conference by doing things like joining committees and presenting. A deeper
engagement will usually mean you will have a richer experience because you will
potentially meet more people and find new ways to contribute as a professional.

Get a Mentor
If the conference you are attending has a mentorship (or conference buddy) program, think about signing up for it. Your mentor is probably someone who is very
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immersed in the culture and activities of that conference. They should be able to
help you to not just navigate the logistical aspects of the conference but should be
able to help you figure out what kinds of activities are going to be valuable for you
to attend. They may have good advice about how to join a committee or propose a
presentation, and they can probably introduce you to people relevant to your job
and interests. If you make a strong connection to this person, you may find that
you can continue this relationship after the conference has ended.

Join a Committee
Committee meetings are often held at a conference because it is a great chance to
meet face-to-face and complete the work that needs to be done. When deciding on
what conference to attend, think about whether there are committees that you want
to get involved with that meet during that conference. Being involved in a committee can be a great way to connect with people and become more engaged with an
organization. If you’re thinking about joining a committee, consider what kind of
time commitment it requires both outside of the conference and at the conference.
This is especially important if you are going to chair a committee. Sometimes the
chair of a committee will be required to also attend a board meeting of the parent
organization to report on what the committee is doing, which means you will be
attending more than just your committee meeting. Often, the number of meetings
you need to attend increases as you rise through the ranks of the organization.
It is often easier than you think to get on a committee, though it can vary
greatly based on the norms of the organization and the popularity of the committee. Probably the best way to be accepted on a committee is to attend a committee
meeting while at the conference. Make sure to check in the conference program
whether the meetings are open to everyone or if they’re limited to committee
members only. You might also want to send an email in advance to the chair of
the committee to make sure it is okay for you to attend. This has an added benefit
of starting a conversation with the chair. Pick a couple of committees that you are
interested in and see what their meetings are like. It will help you to know if that
committee is a good fit for you and it will show the committee chair that you are
genuinely interested in being a member and are committed enough to show up.
Committee chairs are always looking for members who are willing to show up and
put in the work.

Give a Presentation
You should consider presenting at the conferences you attend. It is a great way to
share your knowledge and expertise and to let people know about the interesting
things you are doing at your institution. It can also lead to useful feedback from
participants and the chance to meet people who are interested in the topic. Some-
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times a presentation can lead to opportunities to write a paper. For instance, some
conferences publish formal conference proceedings. Sometimes you may meet
someone who is interested in co-writing with you, or a publisher may approach
you about expanding your presentation. Many librarians, especially those new to
the field, will think they do not have anything relevant to share, but more than
likely the things you are interested in and are worried about are very similar to the
things your peers care about. Also, rejection does not necessarily mean that your
idea is terrible. It may be that your idea was not the right fit for a specific conference or it may mean you need to refine your proposal. Instead of giving up, think
about revising and submitting to a different conference.
If the idea of giving a formal presentation for twenty to sixty minutes makes
you nervous, remember that there are often other opportunities to present. You
could be part of a panel discussion. Sometimes the opportunity to be on a panel
comes by invitation, but there may be calls on listservs for participants. Another
common kind of presentation is the poster session. If you want to participate in a
poster session, give some thought to whether your topic could be well represented
visually since posters are a visual medium. Though you will not have to speak in
front of a crowd, a poster session will require you to talk to many people individually. It can be exhausting in its own way, though the one-on-one discussions often
are a great way to engage people. Look for calls for proposals to lead roundtable
discussions or conduct hands-on workshops. Some conferences like to experiment
with less-traditional presentation opportunities. There may be things like lightning round and ignite talks. These are good options because you only have to talk
for about five minutes, though the pressure to stay within the set time limits can
provide its own stress. Some conferences may host things like PechaKucha (twenty
slides shown for twenty seconds each) or Battledecks (think PowerPoint karaoke),
which can both be fun ways to present. Also, remember that you do not have to
present by yourself. It is usually possible to present with a colleague. Sometimes
presenting with someone who is at a different institution or has different job responsibilities is viewed as a plus because you are providing different perspectives
on the same topic.
There are no guarantees on whether your proposal will be accepted. Still, there
are things you can do to give yourself a better chance. The most important thing
you can do is to read the proposal guidelines carefully. Make sure that what you are
proposing is in line with the kinds of topics and approaches that the selection committee is looking for and that you are explicit in your proposal about why your topic
is a good fit. Look closely at things like the word count and the format they want for
submitting the proposals. You do not want to be rejected over something small like
using the wrong font or forgetting to include suggested keywords. If possible, look
at what kinds of proposals have been accepted in the past. You might be able to see
patterns in the topics that are accepted and what kind of language is preferred. Some
conferences might prefer a more formal tone that demonstrates your deep knowledge
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of the topic, while other conferences like a chatty fun tone. Think carefully about your
audience and what kind of title and description would be appealing. Consider asking
a colleague or mentor to read your proposal to make sure it is clear and concise.
Once your proposal has been accepted, you need to start planning for your presentation. You should figure out what works for you, but be careful of waiting too long
to create your presentation. It can take longer than you think if you have never done
anything like it before, and you do not want to stay up all night before you present. If
you have never given a formal presentation before, you might want to practice giving
your talk in front of someone you trust. Ask them to help you with things like pacing,
tone, and the volume of your voice. Maybe ask a non-librarian friend to get a sense of
how much jargon you are using and how clear your explanations are. If you need to
be very particular about the time (especially if it is something like a lightning round
talk), try to time yourself. If you talk faster when you are nervous, allow for that when
trying to figure out if you are talking for the right amount of time. Practice multiple
times (in front of others or alone) to calm your nerves. If you have to create slides or
make a poster, spend some time thinking about your design. Make sure your font will
be visible from far away. Think about accessibility when deciding on color choices and
fonts because you may have people in your audience with visual impairments. Find
out what kind of technology will be available to you. If you are providing handouts,
find out if you need to print and bring them yourself. Be prepared for technology disasters. Make sure you could talk without your slides if necessary. Save your slides and
any required multimedia in several places. Consider bringing a thumb drive in case
your internet access does not work. Advanced preparation will make the presentation
go more smoothly and potentially avoid a needless disaster.

Help with Planning a Conference
Another interesting way to become involved with a conference is to help with the
planning. See if any relevant sections or groups have a conference program planning committee. You can then have an influence on the theme of the program and
help pick the presenters. You can also see if there is a general conference planning
committee you can join. Then you can be a part of all aspects of the planning of a
conference. Helping with the planning can be a great way to have a voice in how
the conference is run. You will also meet different people and gain some great
planning and organization skills.

Aim for a Balance of Learning and Networking
Opportunities
Once you start becoming involved with committees and other activities, it can be
easy to stretch yourself very thin. Be careful to not overcommit yourself. You do
not want to have so many things scheduled that you are exhausted or do not have
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enough time to get to everything you need to do. In addition, you want to have
time to explore and discover new things while at a conference. You want to be able
to take advantage of some of the learning opportunities available and to hear some
of the great speakers. You may need to prioritize what kinds of activities you really
want to be involved with and you may need to say no to some invitations. If you
do not want to say no but you do not have the time, you might ask if you could be
involved another year or ask if there is a smaller role that you could play.

9  Try This:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sign up for a conference mentor or buddy.
Register for special events and programs.
Get the contact information of important people (co-presenters, mentors, colleagues).
Deepen your learning by reviewing slides and finding related readings.
Share relevant materials with colleagues.
Follow up on tasks you agreed to do.

Networking as an Introvert
Though this section will mostly focus on strategies to help introverts become more
effective at networking, these general tips should be useful for anyone wanting to
make more and stronger connections with colleagues.

Definition of Introversion
Introversion is a concept that is often misunderstood. An introvert is not necessarily a shy person. They are not being snobby and are often not socially awkward. Some introverts are very good at public speaking. So what makes someone
an introvert? The explanation found in the Introvert Advantage is a good place
to start: “The strongest distinguishing characteristic of introverts is their energy
source: introverts draw energy from their internal world of ideas, emotions, and
impressions. They are energy conservers. They can be easily overstimulated by the
external world, experiencing the uncomfortable feeling of ‘too much.’”1 People can
have different levels of introversion, and other aspects of their personality can also
influence how they view the world and interact with people.
Sometimes it is easy to concentrate on all the ways that being an introvert
can make things like networking challenging, but it can be useful to think about
the strengths that an introvert can bring to social situations. For example, many
introverts are very observant of their surroundings. These observation skills can
be useful when trying to understand someone that you are having a conversation
with. Sensitivity and empathy are also common traits of introverts. Many intro-
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verts shine in small groups where they can focus their attention on one or two
people. Think about your own strengths, whether they are good organization skills
or a good sense of humor, and use those strengths to your advantage.

Networking Can Happen Anywhere
Frequently, networking is stereotypically viewed as something that only occurs at
receptions and parties, but conferences often provide many different formal and
informal ways to meet new colleagues. Sometimes you can make a connection
just by sitting next to an interesting person on the hotel shuttle. You should definitely consider going to some receptions, but do not pressure yourself to fill every
evening with this kind of socializing, especially if you find those kinds of environments overwhelming. Instead, contemplate other ways that you may be able
to make the kinds of connections you are seeking. Sometimes, interacting with
people at other kinds of venues can lead to stronger partnerships than talking to
someone for five minutes at a party.
Do not overlook connecting with colleagues through working on committees
and other kinds of professional service. It will give you a chance to really get to
know colleagues as you work together to accomplish a goal. Being an active member of a committee shows people that you are reliable and have valuable skills,
which means that they may think of you when they want to ask someone to cowrite an article or serve as a journal editor. Depending on the kind of committee,
you often have a chance to pick tasks that play to strengths you already have, or to
develop skills you want to have. For example, if you feel shy about talking but are
a good listener, you could volunteer to take minutes, a necessary task that many
people avoid. On the other hand, if you want to develop your communication
skills, you might volunteer for a communication or marketing committee. You
could then perform tasks like writing the newsletter or posting to their social media accounts.
Many conferences have smaller divisions and discussion groups, usually organized by job function or topic. For example, ACRL has sections that include the
Literatures in English Section and the First-Year Experience Discussion Group.
These smaller communities are a perfect way to become more involved and meet
people with similar interests. If you pick a group that is related to some part of
your position or is related to something you want to learn more about, you will
already have things to talk about with the people you meet. Since they are smaller
than the conference or association at large, it is also often easier to get on their
committees, present at their programs, and sometimes even to take on leadership
roles. For many people, finding a place in one of these communities is what makes
a conference worthwhile.
Conferences often provide other kinds of smaller and more casual opportunities to get to know people. One common option that may be appealing is a “dine-
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around.” The name for these events can vary, but basically a dine-around is when a
conference offers an opportunity to go to dinner with a small group of individuals
(often somewhere in the range of eight to ten people). You often sign up ahead of
time. The dine-arounds may be organized around common interests, like assessment or data visualization. People may also pick the dine-arounds based on the
restaurant choices. Sometimes they have a host who helps everyone find their destination and who helps break the ice. You may enjoy the more relaxed atmosphere
and the ability to talk one-on-one with the people sitting near you. Also, look for
other kinds of casual social activities. There may be chances to sign up for a walking tour, participate in community service, or do something physical, like yoga
in the park. These kinds of activities give you something to concentrate on while
talking to the people around you. Some conferences provide things like “speed
networking events.” Look for activities specially designed for first-time attendees.
Sometimes a conference will have special information sessions and receptions for
first-time attendees. These events are often smaller, and you will meet other people
who are potentially looking to make new contacts.

Stretch Yourself but Also Be Kind to Yourself
It is important to find a good balance between stretching yourself to accomplish
what you want while also practicing self-compassion. Keep in mind that even the
most extroverted and most well-organized person cannot do everything, so try
not to be consumed with guilt if you do not always do everything you set out to
do at a conference. You will get lost. The shuttle will arrive late when you really
need to be somewhere. You will accidentally overbook yourself. You will get a blister when the exhibit hall is bigger than you thought. Do your best to plan ahead
and prioritize what you want to accomplish but realize that things will go wrong
and that there may be a limit to your energy (and that limit may be different than
someone else’s limit). There are ways to make the most of your limitations and
your strengths.
Think back to some of the goals you identified at the beginning of this chapter. You can use those as a starting point for deciding what you want to achieve at
a conference. These goals can help you focus your efforts on attending the kinds
of programs and events that will be most beneficial for you. Planning ahead will
potentially prevent you from overscheduling yourself and cause you to waste less
time doing things that you do not need or want to do. Think about what you want
to accomplish and what you will need to do to reach those goals.
You are presumably going to a conference to do things like meet new people
and learn new things. You should consider doing at least one thing outside of your
comfort zone. Think about going to the kind of social event you would not normally
attend or participating in a kind of learning environment that is unfamiliar to you,
especially if the conference is known for something like its all-conference reception
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or its hands-on workshop. You will learn more this way about what you want to get
from a conference and whether a given conference is the right fit for you. You may
also surprise yourself by finding out that you actually like the new activity.
Though it is good to try new things, it is also important to know what does
and does not work for you. You should set yourself up for success by working with
your strengths. If you feel more comfortable when you are prepared, then give
yourself time to do all the preparations that will relieve some of your jitters. Carefully read through all of the conference materials to learn how things work, and
spend time figuring out logistics like bus systems and room locations before you
need to be there. If you are someone who has more energy at night, look for activities that take place in the evenings and maybe plan to miss some of the morning
activities. If you know that you cannot function well at a party with loud music
and flashing lights, skip events that are going to have those things. If you know you
excel at one-on-one interactions, find activities that will allow you to talk to people
on an individual basis instead of in large groups. Also, listen to yourself and your
body while you are at a conference. If you are feeling physically tired, it may be
wise to take a break. If you have telltale signs that you are feeling overloaded, like
your thoughts are becoming muddied or your head is buzzing, take it seriously
and give yourself some space to recharge.
As an introvert, you will more than likely need that time alone to recharge.
Getting this time alone may require saying no to some invitations or skipping
some optional events, but it will usually be worth it. You probably will not accomplish your goals if you show up at a program or a reception when you feel
completely drained. If you do not have the energy to focus on what is being said
or to join the conversation in a meaningful way, you will probably be better served
taking some time for yourself. Spend some time doing the things that help you relax and refocus, whether that be meditation, exercise, journaling, reading a book,
or watching bad reality television. Carve out some space to reflect on how the
conference is going for you and what you need to do next. Taking some time to
recharge will help you meet the next commitment with new energy and new focus.
Allowing yourself time to recharge is not the only way you should take care of
yourself. Conferences will take you out of your normal routine. Usually there is so
much going on that it can be easy to book every minute of your time. Make sure to
block out time to take care of the essentials. You need to make sure you are getting
enough food, water, and sleep. Not taking care of those essentials can potentially
increase your stress, negatively affect your mood, and make it even less easy for
you to put yourself forward in new social situations. Think about balancing the
need to look professional with wearing clothes that will make you feel comfortable. Are your clothes weather-appropriate? Can you walk several miles in your
shoes? Before you leave for the day, make sure you have your essentials, which
could be things like a water bottle, granola bars, a cardigan, aspirin, a notebook,
and adhesive bandages.
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9  Try This:
•

•
•
•

Make a checklist of things you might need to bring, such as:
—— if presenting, presentation materials;
—— handouts and agendas you may need;
—— clothes (balance of professional, comfortable, weather appropriate);
—— items to be comfortable (water bottles, snacks, first aid); and
—— technology with chargers.
Learn the layout of the conference.
Make a schedule of what you have to attend, want to attend, and things
that are optional.
Allow for downtime.

Strategies for Making Connections
When you do find yourself at events that make you uncomfortable, there are ways
to make the process of meeting new people easier. If possible, attend the event
with a friend or trusted colleague. It is often easier to approach a group when
you are with someone else. If the friend is an extrovert, he or she can help get the
conversation started and hopefully find ways to include you. If the friend is also an
introvert, you can encourage each other. Just make sure to not fall into the trap of
just talking to this person. You could also potentially see if he or she would be willing to help you prepare for the event. Perhaps you can practice your icebreakers
together. Maybe he or she will be willing to listen to what is making you nervous
and talk you through strategies to help you be successful.
You may find some advanced thinking will help you feel more comfortable
and prepared for discussions. Start thinking about questions you may want to ask
people ahead of time and maybe practice these questions with your friend. You
want to get to know the person, find out if you are compatible, and see where their
professional work and goals overlap with yours. To get you started, here are some
potential categories and kinds of questions you could ask.
• Find out more about their job. Where do you work? What is your institution like? How long have been in your position? What kinds of tasks
do you do?
• Find out more about them as a professional. What do you like about
your position? What are some of your favorite professional development
experiences? What are your future professional goals?
• Find out what they think of the conference. What is the best program
you have attended so far? What is your advice to someone new to this
conference?
• Find out about them as a person. Do you have pets? What are some of
your hobbies? Where was your last vacation?
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In addition to finding out about the people you are speaking to, you should be
prepared to talk about yourself. You might consider creating an “elevator speech”
about yourself. You should prepare a very brief message about who you are, what
you do, and what you are hoping to accomplish. Think about how you might briefly explain what you do in your position, some of your best accomplishments, what
you are hoping to get from this conference, and what your professional goals are.
Also, think of some fun anecdotes about yourself or amusing things that have happened at your job. Having some of this prepared before you talk will help you not
freeze up when trying to talk to people.
You may also find it reassuring to consider what success might look like to
you (which may be very different for each individual). You do not have to collect
a certain number of business cards, be the life of the party, or find your lifelong
collaborator for a party to be successful. You can set yourself a more modest goal.
Perhaps you might decide that by the end of the party you will have spoken to
one new person, or your goal could be to practice your elevator speech on at least
four people. Maybe you want to make sure that you talk again to someone you
met earlier at the conference that you know will be at this event. Instead of feeling
overwhelmed by trying to meet as many people as possible, focus on achieving
your goal. Once you have done this, you may decide to call it an early night, feeling
proud that you did what you wanted to accomplish. It is also possible that you will
find a circle of people that you want to keep talking to and then leave whenever it
feels right to you.

Follow Up
Once you have met new people through your networking efforts, you will want
to follow up with them in order to strengthen and build your network. It can be
easy when you return from a conference to forget this important step because you
will be busy trying to catch up with work and other parts of your life. Think ahead
about how you can follow up. One simple step is to make sure you have business
cards to exchange with people while you are at the conference. It may seem like a
dated tool, but looking at those business cards later can serve as a visual reminder
of whom you met. If you really want to make those business cards useful, one trick
is to write on the back of the business card as soon as you can. Write down where
you met the person, what you want to follow up on later, and any other relevant
information about the person. You may think you will remember all of this information weeks later, but it is unlikely as you will be meeting many people and
participating in a great variety of activities.
Then when you are at home, you can use all that information to craft an email.
If possible, avoid sending a generic email. The person may not remember you
at first because they too met many new people. Start with a specific subject line,
referencing the conference and possibly the event where you met. In the email
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itself, reference where you met and a little of what you discussed. Though it is fine
to send just a polite greeting, it is often better to have something concrete to ask
them. You are more likely to get a response when there is something specific for
them to do, but try to keep it simple. For example, do not necessarily open with
asking them to put you on a committee. Instead, start by asking if they can give
you more information about the committee because you are interested in being
involved with something like it. If possible, provide them with some useful information. You might mention a relevant article you recently read or information
about an upcoming conference that they might find interesting. Try to approach
it as a continuation of a conversation and the beginning of a mutually beneficial
professional relationship.
Another potential way to establish contact with someone you met is to make
a connection on social media. You could contact them on LinkedIn or start following them on Twitter, depending on your preferences and the preferences of
the other person. You should reach out with a brief message on these platforms to
remind them who you are and how you met. Some people may find it more comfortable and easier to communicate through a platform like Twitter rather than
through email. Following them on a social media platform may also lead you to
find other similar colleagues who you also want to follow. If they opt not to follow
you back, do not take it personally. It may just be that they do not use their social
media accounts for professional conversations, or maybe they do not check their
accounts very often.

9  Try This:
•
•
•
•
•

Make sure you have business cards; these can be purchased online from
places like moo.com if your employer doesn’t provide them.
Prepare questions and potential conversation topics in advance.
Take notes on the business cards you’ve collected.
Organize your notes and impressions.
Reach out to people you meet within the first week or two of your return.

Talking to Vendors
The exhibit hall is a major part of many conferences. Though it will depend on
your position and how your library functions, you may need to talk to vendors to
test products and discuss pricing options. You may be involved with purchasing
furniture, software, books, journals, databases, and more. If you have not interacted with vendors before, talking to them may seem overwhelming. Still, there are
things you can do to make this process easier and hopefully fruitful for you.
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Come with a Plan
Some careful planning can definitely make things easier for you. First, make sure
you know what your role is in purchasing products and resources at your library.
You may have the final say in whether something is purchased or you may be part
of a committee that makes purchasing decisions. Sometimes you provide purchasing suggestions to someone else. Knowing ahead of time what you are authorized
to do will help guide the questions you want to ask, what kinds of actions you can
take while you are there, and what kinds of information you need to bring back
with you. Begin thinking about which vendors you want to talk to and what kinds
of products you want to see. Spend some time looking through conference materials to find out what vendors will be there, and shift through the advertisements
that vendors will send you. Make a list of vendors you definitely need to see and
what you need to accomplish. If you know your vendor representative, consider
reaching out to them beforehand to see if you can set up a meeting at their booth.
This can be a good way to give them a heads up about what it is you are interested
in and ensure that you talk to the right person.
Exhibit halls are often very large, very crowded, and very loud. It can be easy
to feel overwhelmed and confused if you have never navigated an exhibit hall before. Check to see if your conference has an exhibit hall map that will let you know
where different vendors are located so you know where to go. You may want to do
a walkthrough of the exhibit hall before you need to talk to the vendors so you can
get your bearings and figure out where things are located. Though there is value
and enjoyment in wandering the aisles to see what is available, your time in the
exhibit hall may be limited, depending on what your schedule looks like. If you
do not have a lot of time and need to accomplish many things, you do not want
to become overly sidetracked by the giveaways and the people shouting for your
attention.

Ask Good Questions
Talking to a vendor at the exhibits can be very useful because you can see the product in person and get your questions answered face-to-face. Definitely find out if
you can test the product while you are there because photos can be deceiving and
written descriptions can leave out important details. If you are thinking about new
furniture, this is the perfect time to test out sitting in the chair and checking the
measurements. If you are looking at an electronic resource, this is a good opportunity to see what the user interface is like and look at the quality of the results.
Spend a little time before you meet with the vendor to generate questions you
would like answered. Ask them about any unique features you are hoping to see.
If this an electronic resource, find out what metadata and cataloging support they
provide. Will they be able to provide records that you can include in your local
catalog? If there is a similar resource already on the market, ask them to explain
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what makes their resource different. Do not be afraid to ask about the price and
about what kinds of deals they are offering. If you have some specific constraints or
budget concerns, let them know. They may be willing to work something out with
you, especially if you are a loyal customer or if they are trying to establish a new
product with libraries that are similar to yours.
Even if you are not responsible for purchasing resources and products, you
may still want to speak to some of the vendors. You may be asked to represent a
colleague who cannot attend the conference, you may have questions as a user of
a resource, or you may want to prepare for a future role that might require you to
make purchasing decisions. Some of the questions you ask will probably be similar
to the ones described in the paragraph above. If you want to ask questions from
the perspective of a user, you could find out what kinds of training and marketing resources they have available. Many vendors also appreciate hearing feedback
about their products so that they can make improvements. If you have observed
your patrons struggling to navigate a database or have found that patrons dislike
a certain type of furniture, you could politely describe to the vendor what you
have seen and make some suggestions. You might also want to talk to them generally about how their company works and how they compare to other companies
who provide similar products. You will gain an understanding of how this process
works and begin to establish a connection with the vendor that may be useful in
the future.

Know When to Say Yes, No, or Maybe
Most vendor representatives are easy to work with. They want to develop a relationship with you, and most care about libraries and love their products. Unfortunately, some of them can be pushy. Do not let them pressure you into purchasing a product, particularly if they try to make it seem like you have to purchase
something right away. The truth is that many “cannot be missed!” vendor sales
will come around again. Many vendors will be willing to work with you on getting
a good deal whenever you decide you want to purchase something. You need to
make sure you are buying what is best for your library and community of users. If
you have the authorization to do so and want to purchase something while there,
consider negotiating. Of course, the most obvious point of negotiation is the price,
but you may be able to negotiate the number of seats, license agreements, and level
of support. If you are going to need more information before purchasing, let them
know what kind of information you need and ask them to follow up with you after
the conference. Finally, if you decide that you are not going to purchase the product, let them know why you are not going to buy it. Hearing your feedback may
cause them to make necessary changes for that product or perhaps make future
products better.
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Beyond the Exhibit Hall
Vendors will often arrange other ways to interact with you during a conference.
Some of the larger vendors may arrange lunches and receptions. Some may invite
clients to group dinners, or a vendor representative may invite you to go to coffee.
Some perform focus groups, which can be an easy way to provide feedback. You may
want to find out if there are ethics rules at your institution pertaining to whether you
can accept a meal or a small gift. No mug or flash drive is worth endangering your
job. Even if there are no formal policies against it, make sure you know the norms
at your institution. Accepting gifts may be technically allowed but frowned upon by
coworkers or managers. If you cannot accept even a cup of coffee, you may still want
to see if you can meet with the vendor outside of the distractions of the exhibit hall
because the real goal here is to talk to them about their products. Getting to know
a particular vendor representative can be a good way to make sure you know when
there are new products and special deals. You also have someone that you can provide feedback to about what you love about a product and about what needs work.

9  Try This:
•
•
•

Look at a map or schedule to learn the layout of the exhibit hall.
Make a list of vendors you want to visit.
Prepare questions about resources and products.

Using Social Media for Networking
Most of this chapter has focused on interacting with people at conferences and
other public venues, but there are, of course, other ways to network. You might
want to consider using social media and other online communication tools for
networking with like-minded colleagues. There are several different platforms for
doing this. You can join listservs on a wide variety of library-related topics. Once
you join the listserv, spend some time figuring out the norms for that listserv. See
what kinds of topics are discussed and how people talk to each other. Then feel free
to introduce yourself and maybe post a question. Start joining in on the discussions you see. There are many Facebook and Twitter communities that you could
potentially join and contribute to. Some of the conversations on Twitter rely on
hashtags (like #critlib and #digped) and may have set times for chats. Sometimes
they post a series of questions that people on Twitter can answer. It can be interesting to read people’s responses, and your own responses are an easy way to join
the conversation. For all of these platforms, learn the technical rules. For example,
learn how to unsubscribe to a listserv and how to properly include multiple people
in your Twitter conversation. You might also want to create a LinkedIn account or
write a blog as another way for people to interact with you online.
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It is up to you how you present yourself in these venues and how much time
you want to invest. Remember that these platforms are public, and there may be
potential employers and influential people paying attention to the conversations
that take place. Usually, there are many more people on a listserv than just those
who regularly post. So be wary of engaging in “flame wars” and think carefully
about the negative and controversial things you say. Avoid saying hurtful things
about coworkers and patrons. It is not that you should never say controversial
things or comment on political topics. In fact, some people in the library world
build their careers on making controversial pronouncements. You should be
aware, though, that you may be reaching more people than you realize and that
people may remember for years something you said in haste. You never know who
will be on the search committee at your next job interview.
Taking part in these online conversations can be a great way to develop professional relationships with people and develop your voice. It can be an effective way to
get advice and learn new things about your field. Some people use online platforms
to reflect on and write about their opinions on things that are happening in the field.

Conclusion
The advice in this chapter should provide you with a good foundation when thinking about how to get the most out of networking and conference attendance. This
advice is meant to be general, though, so you may have specific needs and goals
not addressed completely here. It is a good idea to seek out advice from colleagues,
mentors, and supervisors to make sure your activities match your specific career
plans. Also, remember that you do not have to get everything right the first time
you go to a conference. There will be some trial and error in figuring out how to
make a conference work for you. Sometimes you will find that the conference you
attend is just not the right fit for you. In that case, you may want to investigate
other avenues that may work better. Finally, remember that your needs and goals
will change over time. It is good to check back in with yourself to make sure the
professional organizations and conferences that you are attending still make sense
for you. Ideally, your conference attendance will help you grow and learn.

Additional Resources
Library Profession Advice
•

Dority, G. Kim. Rethinking Information Work: A Career Guide for
Librarians and Other Information Professionals. Westport, CT: Libraries
Unlimited, 2016. Has a chapter on building professional equity, which
has three components: what you know, whom you know, and who
knows about you. Focuses on building a “professional community.”
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•

•

Doucett, Elizabeth. What They Don’t Teach You in Library School.
Chicago: American Library Association, 2011. Has relevant chapters on
networking (approached as “partnering”), building a librarian brand,
and public speaking.
Markgren, Susanne, and Tiffany Eatman Allen. Career Q & A: A Librarian’s Real-Life, Practical Guide to Managing a Successful Career. Medford,
NJ: Information Today, Inc., 2013. Book is written in the form of questions and answers. Has relevant chapters on building an online identity,
networking, and collaboration.

Library Conferences
•

•

•

•

Brown, Kevin. “Why I Attend Small Conferences.” Pennsylvania Library
Association Bulletin 65, no. 4 (July 2010): 9–11. Library, Information
Science & Technology Abstracts with Full Text, EBSCOhost. Accessed September 14, 2017. Makes a good case for attending smaller conferences.
Dumbell, Petra. “Conferences Have Amazing Benefits.” Incite 38, no. 5/6
(May 2017): 20–21. Library, Information Science & Technology Abstracts
with Full Text, EBSCOhost. Accessed September 14, 2017. In addition
to discussing the benefits of attending a conference, provides tips for
getting the most out of a conference.
Harrison, Rachel. “Unique Benefits of Conference Attendance as a
Method of Professional Development for LIS Professionals.” Serials Librarian 59, no. 3–4 (October 2010): 263–70. Library, Information Science
& Technology Abstracts with Full Text, EBSCOhost. Accessed September
14, 2017. Looks at whether conferences are a useful form of professional
development and how to decide which events to attend,
Moreilln, Judi. “Before You Pack Your Bag.” Library Media Connection 31, no. 1 (August 2012): 48–50. Library, Information Science &
Technology Abstracts with Full Text, EBSCOhost. Accessed September
14, 2017. Provides advice on picking which kinds of conference sessions
to attend based on a self-assessment survey that helps clarify what kind
of role a school librarian may play (such as instructional partner or
program administrator). There is also a domain matrix that can be used
to analyze professional development opportunities.

Networking
•

Booth, Sarah. “Networking for Introverts: 5 Tips to Help You Make an
Impact.” Texas Library Journal 93, no. 1 (Spring 2017): 16–17. Library, Information Science & Technology Abstracts with Full Text, EBSCOhost. Accessed
September 14, 2017. Helpful tips for networking while being an introvert.
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•

•

•

Gale, Porter. Your Network Is Your Net Worth: Unlock the Hidden Power
of Connections for Wealth, Success, and Happiness in the Digital Age.
New York: Atria Books, 2013. Despite a title focused on “net worth”
and “wealth,” this book is mostly concerned with ideas like building
transformational relationships and creating a value-based team. Has a
chapter specifically on using technology and social media.
Van Edwards, Vanessa. Captivate: The Science of Succeeding with People.
New York: Portfolio, 2017. This book is divided into three parts: The
First Five Minutes, The First Five Hours, and the First Five Days. This
division results in good advice on how to make a good first impression,
and then how to develop a lasting relationship.
Zack, Devora. Networking for People Who Hate Networking: A Field
Guide for Introverts, the Overwhelmed, and the Underconnected. San
Francisco: Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2010. Provides a lot of great
information, beginning with a chapter on temperament assessment. Has
a “Networking Event Survival Kit” and an especially relevant chapter
about business travel.

Introversion
•

•

•

•

Ancowitz, Nancy. Self-Promotion for Introverts: The Quiet Guide to
Getting Ahead. New York: McGraw-Hill Education, 2009. Good information about avoiding negative thoughts and capitalizing on your
strengths. Has relevant chapters on creating a game plan for marketing
yourself (creating goals and being accountable), identifying your audience, and building a network. Includes action plans and space to write
and reflect.
Cain, Susan. Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World that Can’t Stop
Talking. New York: Crown Publishers, 2012. A great book for understanding how introversion works and understanding the strengths
and weaknesses of introverts. Backed by good research and filled with
stories of real people.
Gelberg, Wendy. Successful Introvert: How to Enhance Your Job Search
and Advance Your Career. Cupertino, CA: Happy About, 2008. Good
discussion of how to navigate a career when you are an introvert. Relevant chapters on how to promote oneself and how to cultivate connections.
Laney, Marti Olsen. The Introvert Advantage: How to Thrive in an
Extrovert World. New York: Workman, 2002. Provides practical tips to
help introverts to succeed in the world. Has advice for personal life and
professional life.
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Endnotes
1.

Marti Olsen Laney, The Introvert Advantage: How to Thrive in an Extrovert World (New York:
Workman, 2002), 19.
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